MOHSEN PAZIRANDEH
where 77 = IIaep et, P being a positive system of roots of 9 with respect to ^ .
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra 9. Let 5(g ) and P(g ) be the symmetric and the polynomial algebras over 9 , and Q(g ) quotient field of P(g ).
We assume as usual that 9 C 5(g ). Let U be an open subset of g, and C°°iU) the algebra of C°° functions on U. An element Xeg acts as a derivation of C°°iU) given by
(1) ÍXf)íu) = d¡íu + tX)/dt\t=Q where / £ C°°iU), u £ U, and t £ R. We denote the above derivation by diX) and extend the map d: X r-* diX) uniquely to a homomorphism of 5(g ) into the associative algebra of endomorphisms of C°°iU), If cp £ C°°iU), then ci is identified with the endomorphism cb: j h-* cf>f of C°°(l/). The algebra generated by \cf),dip)\ cb £ C°°iU), p £ 5(gc)| is denoted by Diff ill). It is called the algebra of differential operators on g with C°° coefficients. We denote by 5)(g) the algebra generated by P(gc) U fK5(gc)), and refer to it as the algebra of differential operators on 9 with polynomial coef- and Diff ((/) if we set fxÍX) = fiXx~ x) ix £ G, X £ U, f £ C°°iU)) and Dxf=ÍDfx)x-X ÍD £\j\iííU), x£G, f£C°°ÍU)).
Let riU) = \f: f£C°°ÍU), fx = f for all xeG!,and Diff ^(f/) = \D £ Diff (I/): Dx = D fot all x £ G}. We put á(g) = \D £ 3Xp,)| Dx = D fot all x £ G}.
We now take U = ( §') . We shall obtain these two results by a method that is somewhat different from
Harish-Chandra's. We shall prove (3) first when G is compact and then extend it for noncompact G by the "unitarian trick". The second result is then deduced from formula (3). The proof of (3) for compact G is quite simple and goes as follows. By invariant integration and the Weyl character formula, we obtain explicit formulae for a class of invariant eigenfunctions on g, the formula (3) applied to these eigenf unctions now determines 8A.dip)) uniquely.
2. Case when G is compact. We now assume that G is compact and simply Since G is simply connected, rz^ lifts to a representation of G, denoted by 77. again.
Let ^A(x) = tr 77x(x), x eG. We then have the following formula of Weyl.
W) ipxib) = L eis)ts(k+s)ib)IAib) ib e B'). 
XXU) = /3i)(2)(A) U e %).
Let f be a G-invariant open subset of g and / e C°°(l/). We say / is an invariant eigenfunction on g, if / is G-invariant, and for each p e Isi<&c), there is a x(p) e C such that dip)f=XÍp)f on [/.
X is uniquely determined if / ¿ 0 and x(p -* x(p)) is a homomorphism of lsÍQc) into C.
Lemma 2.1. Let dx be the normalized Haar measure on G, and X e g^.
Define fxAX) = fix' : X) = fc exp BiXx, X') dx ÍX e g).
Then f"i is an invariant eigenfunction on g, and dip)fx, = piX')fx, (pe/s(gc))
where p -» p zs r/je isomorphism of 5(g ) orzio P(g ) induced by the Cartan-Proof. Let <píx, X) = exp B(XX, X'), x £ G, X £ g^. Then cf> £ C°°iG x 9) and as G is compact, the integral defined by /^»(X) exists. The function X -> fviiX)
is of class C°° on g and we can differentiate under the integral sign. If p £ 5(g ), fx,ÍX; dip)) = J cbix : X; dip)) dx ÍX £ 9).
Let w e gc. Then using the natural identification of 5(gc) with P(g ), we obtain dip)eQ> = pioj)e". If Y £ g^ and co is the linear function X -> B(X, V), then pioj) = p (V). From these and the fact that cbix, X) = exp B(X, X x ), we get, for all x e G, X e 9, cbix, X;dip)) = piX'x~)<bix, X).
If we assume p£ 's(gc), we obtain dip)fx> = p (X )/x». Invariance of /^.< follows from translation invariance of dx.
Our aim in the rest of this section is to evaluate the fxi. This requires some preparation. 
jGBiHx,H'ß)"dx = ßpizH)ip).
Proof. From Lemma 2.4, we have /S^z^ n)(p) = A(£H "l|,Hp) for pe t^_.
From isomorphism p -* p of 5(g^) with P(gc) and the definition of £Hj n, we obtain ¿H,7i(y)= fG B{HX' Y)ndx (Wec>, yegc).
So for peí]
BiHx,Hl)dx-lHriHl).
On the other hand, the map p -> pi corresponds, via the isomorphism p -► p, to the restriction map p -> pL of P(g ) onto P(f) ) so £" |. = (£,, \A , from which we get ¿H niH' ) = (¿ J,,) ip), p £ £. S^nce XiH") = H", H e \,
We are now in a position to obtain a formula for fxi defined in Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a compact and semisimple real Lie group, g its Lie algebra, £) C g a Carian subalgebra. P a positive system of roots, 77 = IIaepa., co = üae H a . Then for all H, H e £) we have
77ÍH)nÍH') f expB(tf*, H')dx= (U (8, a)\ £ f(s)eB(*H-H,)
.
Proof. We have exp B(X, y)=SnaQB(X, y)"/7z!. Since |B(XX, y)| is bounded as x varies in G, we can write f exp B(//x, H')dx = £ 4 Í ß(wX> tf')"¿*.
JG n 77! JG Upon replacing W by H íp£Í)*) in above and using Corollary 2.5, we get ¡G^pBiHx,Hl)dx=^ ^ßpizH )ip).
7>0
For A e i) let 77 be the irreducible representation of g and G with highest weight A. From (7) we obtain ßAzH )(A) = vU" ). (5) u (e'a<Hy2-e-ía<")/2)trr7x(expíf/)= Z ¿s)e^^H\ teR.Hei).
aeP seW
Using above formula in (11) we conclude (12) u ieta(HV2 -e-<a<"^2) £ * g* "" '" = Z f(s)e^(X+S>(H>. Replacing H ' by //', and noting that új(/i) = rriH ) and ísp)ÍH) = BisH, H A we obtain the result.
From this theorem we obtain immediately the sought-for formulae for the eigenfunctions fyi. Taking s = 1 and using the linear independence of q 's we obtain g (W) = 0, l<i<k. Therefore F = 0.
Lemma 3.2. For p e 1^), 8Adip))=dipA.
Proof. // g is a function on it) ) , let g -g\.i.
From (14) we get JH,iH; Tz" X ° dip A ° 77) = p(H')JHAH).
But Lemma 2.1 implies dip)fH¡ = piH )fH¡ on i). From the definition of radial component it follows that
JhAH; 8'Adip))) = p(H')THÁH) (H e i]').
Above formulae along with (15) imply idipA -8Adip)))gHi = 0 on £) where gHAH) = 2s€Wds)eBisH-H>) (H, H' £ £>). The result follows from Lemma 3.1.
We are now in a position to prove (3) for an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra over R. Let g be one such and G a connected Lie group with Lie algebra. tion. Let pelsio, ); then S^idip)) = dip).
Proof. Let (J be a compact real form of g , and i> a Cartan subalgebra of it.
Then f> = C • b is a Cartan subalgebra of Q and hence fex = 6 for some x e G .
Let 77 be the product of positive roots of (g , b ). We arrange matters so that Thus diQ. H)f = 0. Hence diHk")f = 0. As U is connected, this implies / is a polynomial of degree < Ikco.
Lemma 4.3. Let 11 C t) be a connected open set, E £ Diff ((i). Suppose for zs an F e J)(£)) such that E = F on U, i.e. E has polynomial coefficients.
Proof. Write E = l^f .dig .), f. £ C°°iU), g. £ S(\). We will show /• e Pi\).
We may assume g. are linearly independent, homogeneous and deg g. < deg g2 Comparing this with (18) and noting a rational function on £> is determined by its restriction on U, we conclude that L = ¿^(D) on Í) .
